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About This Game

Classic 2D platformer with graphics drawn on paper.

You play for a purple ghost jellyfish.
Help her overcome all the obstacles to get home.

 unusual graphics

 intuitive control

 no enemies

 think your way

  find out the developer's secret at the end of the game 
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Great title for all (including Linux users). Incredibly long and can be both stealth and far west massacre!. I streamed this for
some friends to watch and now it's assumed I'm into cub art.. Can\u00b4t recommend the game anymore. Main reason is that
there is no further content following. At the beginning there were plans for additional skirmish and multiplayer mode. With that
the game would be awesome. Now you get for the money a <~10 hour experience. It\u00b4s only one campaign and after
finishing it there is not much reason to play it again. It\u00b4s still a nice game but after the campaign you want more and there
is nothing more to do. A skirsmish mode would be so great, it\u00b4s sad that they don\u00b4t want to develop it anymore. I
think the game is very unique + the concept very good and it would get a lot of positiv attention and a growing playerbase with
more game-modes. Can\u00b4t imagine that it\u00b4s not worth to take the already created nice content and make a skirmish
mode out of it. But I\u00b4m no game developer\/publisher and we will never know.

Old Review: I can highly recommend this game, it\u00b4s great and makes a lot of fun. It\u00b4s really cool to change the
position and take a look on the battlefield in different angels. The zoom-in-function and the fighting animation are working very
good and are impressive. I didn\u00b4t used it enough because I was too much focused on the next turn, I will change that
behaviour in the future. ;-) No bugs or problems in the 10 hours of gaming through the campain. Also no frame problems, I
didn\u00b4t tracked it but I had no problems at any time and I have a R9 290, an i5-3350P and 8 GB ram.
I\u00b4m waiting already for the skirmish mode, that will be implented next and then multiplayer is coming!!! :-) I already see
myself playing this game for a lot of hours, having a really good time alone and with other players. If it\u00b4s not a lot more
work a 2 vs 2 players mode on a huge map would be sooo awesome. And\/or a point system for multiplayer mode where you get
higher ranks, medals or such stuff. Always good to see a result of gaming, that\u00b4s at the moment really nice in form of
upgrading your buildings to increase the abilities of your different troops. But I have no idea how much work this it. I will be
already happy when skirmish is coming and than the multiplayer. ;-)
The price is really cheap for this beautiful and good game. If you compare it with the prices and content of other VR games
it\u00b4s nearly for free. ;-)
Highly recommended, hope to see you on the battlefield in a hopefully not to late future. :-) I`m a big fan already. Thanks a lot
to the devs for the great work (if you need a beta-tester for the new modes feel free to contect me ;-) ).. Even as an advocate of
early access and in-dev titles in the past, I've recently been avoiding them almost entirely. Something about this game just made
me curioius and I bought it on a whim after playing a decent amount of other hacking games.
Just keep in mind that early access means the very real possibility of bugs and crashes, unbalanced gameplay, and just the
general "unfinished" feel. So you should expect this. That said, the dev on this project is EXTREMELY responsive to feedback
and on top of any bugs reported. I have no question that he truly respects the opinions of the fanbase and honestly wants to make
his game better. Every time I've posted a bug on the forum, it has been fixed in less than 24 hours!

OK, but what about the actual game?
-There's a good bit of repitition as you can expect with most hacking games, but in this case you are navigating systems in an
FPS style, rather than typing into a console. That may turn off a lot of people right away as "totally not hacking".

-An RPG style upgrade system lets you get better at the things you want to focus on. If you like the combat, fighting more IC's
will level you up. If you prefer to break passwords and spoof user accounts, your stealth rating will increase. Not an entirely new
concept, but in a hacking game it hasn't been greatly explored so far.

-You have a bit of work to start understanding how the gameplay goes, and it can be frustrating and confusing. My advice is to
read all the tutorial screens and absorb the most relevant info at the time. You can refer back anytime for whatever starts to
confuse you.

- TL;DR version -
What this boils down to is just so;
-If you want to play a hacking game that isn't like most hacking games then definitely check it out.
-If the screenshots interest you and you aren't afraid of learning how to play a game while playing it, download it.
-If you want to support Indie devs who are here to make the best game they can, and not take your money and run, buy it.
BUT,
-If you don't like the idea of early access and want to play a finished game, don't buy it.
-If you're looking for the next Uplink, Hacknet, [your fav hack game here], dont't buy it.. I say this add-on is not bad it's just the
railway is a ''Quiet Zone.''
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. I am working on cars for 20+ years and I can guarantee this game has everything you need if you are car fan like me. About
Bentley - engine projections are super accurate. I was shocked. And I know what I am talking about, because I worked with
those cars! :D
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Btw why im always looping in first game ??

. I thought Banana Town was a joke or someone just trolling on Steam, but if you read what the Dev has to say about himself
and the game I really don't get that feeling at all. So with that in mind I gave the title a shot. I'm sorry to say Dev but this game is
not a 40 dollar game at all. https:\/\/youtu.be\/eSPEcWc7VGA This title definitely feels like it's channeling Goat Simulator, but
the difference here is while Goat Simulator felt charming, whacky, and intriguing at times; this title feels cheap, boring, and
hampered at every turn. I suppose the Dev was hoping that the game would draw players who could role play in the "town" but
there is nowhere near enough to do to keep people entertained for more than 2-3 min tops. Most of all this is a 2 dollar game,
not 40! I know this is in early access, so price it as such. If the game grows into a game that is worthy of a higher price at
release, bump it up then.. My Grandfather smoked his whole life. I was about 10 years old when my mother said to him, 'If you
ever want to see your grandchildren graduate, you have to stop immediately.'. Tears welled up in his eyes when he realized what
exactly was at stake. He gave it up immediately. Three years later he died of lung cancer. It was really sad and destroyed me. My
mother said to me- 'Don't ever smoke. Please don't put your family through what your Grandfather put us through." I agreed. At
28, I have never touched a cigarette. I must say, I feel a very slight sense of regret for never having done it, because this game
gave me cancer anyway.. Look, I love the premise of this game. I suspended my disbelief with the 'u' and the 'ur' in the synopsis.
It could have, after all, been from the heart.

I get that it's only what it is. A decoration. Amusement. But it seems to lack something of a thematic foundation. It's about going
outside. So what?

It's not obscure enough to qualify as intriguing outsider art. The quirkiness is too forced to leave an impression of genuinity.

The presentation is unpolished and the concept feels like a stump.. ...you're going to make me pay for my holy warriors to look
the part?

GTFO.. Haven't used Sprite Lamp yet for my projects, but I did play around with it a lot and it seems very promising. Not only
does Sprite Lamp allow you to use lightning shades single sprites, but if you own Spine it also allows you to lightning shades on
the animations you have made. However, the lightning shading DOES require quite some work to implement though, because
you have to make a couple of extra black\/white images of the original that allow the program to create the active lignthing
shading.

On top of it all, both Unity and GameMaker are supported by Sprite Lamp. 2 engines that are also supported by Spine as well.

Sadly the author is not overly active on Steam or social media. You can contact him through his own site though and he replies
pretty quickly there. There are also forums on his site too.
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